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Welcome to our forty fourth edition of “The Academic Journal,” a bimonthly bulletin in which you can read about MCA’s educational
philosophy, instructional methodology, and the various viewpoints and positions of our faculty, staff, students, and families.

Classical

Education:

Purpose

Over the next several issues of the “Academic Journal,” we will offer explanation and insights into MCA’s classical education: what it is, why we
choose this path, and how we pursue it with integrity. Here we discuss the purpose. We hope you are enriched.

F

rom our Vision: “…will develop citizens of virtuous character…”

Before we can even begin to craft an excellent education for our students, we must be clear about the purpose, or end, of the endeavor. In the
classical model, the end of education is clearly defined as the formation of the human being. The goal of such an education is liberty: setting a
person free to be all that he or she can be, to flourish, to strive toward the Ideal, to become a person of wisdom and virtue.
The formation of character involves the affections, teaching a student to love that which is worth loving and to shun the unworthy. C. S. Lewis in
The Abolition of Man analogizes the head as the intellect, the chest as the center of the will or affections, and the stomach as visceral desires and
actions. He laments the modern pedagogy that educates the intellect but not the affections, maintaining that such pedagogy merely fills heads
with information, instructing children in what to think, but not what to desire. Unless we view a human as fully alive in intellect, will, and
affections, all our best educational strategies will fall short and produce, in the words of Lewis, “men without chests.” Os Guinness, a more
contemporary author, writes, “The purpose of America’s public schools historically has been to provide more than free universal education. It was
to move beyond instruction in skills to education in character, ideals and loyalties—and thus to be a force for character building and nation
forming... All this would have once been called ‘liberal education,’ the cultivation of the habits of the heart required for liberty.” Guinness’ last
phrase is an allusion to Tocqueville who, as an outsider observing the American experiment in democracy, believed that American democracy
worked because of the habits of heart cultivated by its citizens.
Millennium Charter Academy’s expectations and habits are directed toward the end of character formation. While we know that none of us
exemplifies those expectations perfectly, they are the ideals toward which we strive. When we fail, there may be consequences, but there is always
grace and, ultimately, redemption.
The classical curriculum is designed toward the end of human formation. In literature and in history students explore the human condition and
encounter characters that faced ethical dilemmas and made moral decisions. Discussion of these texts is vital in shaping the affections. In science
and mathematics, students encounter objective reality, aligning their thinking to what is true about the world.
The curriculum, principle-based discipline, and MCA habits and expectations work in concert toward the end goal of formation and human
flourishing, bringing teachers and students alike closer to the Ideal.
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